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------------------------------------------- If you are new to OpenNI, I think it's worthwhile to have a
look at OpenNI core, NITE and NDK. OpenNI core is the heart of OpenNI. It contains all the
device models for OpenNI 1.0. For example, a "Point" contains a timestamp, a position and a
confidence. OpenNI NDK enables you to access OpenNI core from your C or C++ application.
You need it, if you are interested in running OpenNI code in your C application (such as a
camera capture program). You don't need it, if you are not interested in developing OpenNI
applications, but just want to access the supported functionality of OpenNI. The SimpleOpenNI
project is a fork of the OpenNI project on Google code. The goal of this project is not only to
support the latest NITE version of OpenNI, but to also add some new functionalities.
SimpleOpenNI provides four ways to access the functionality of OpenNI: 1.
SimpleOpenNI.openNI 2. SimpleOpenNI.nite 3. SimpleOpenNI.NVM 4. SimpleOpenNI.JNI The
first two are designed for simple applications, the other two can be used if you want to develop
OpenNI based applications. Getting Started ------------------------------------------- 1. Download the
SimpleOpenNI from or 2. Download the latest code from Once downloaded, unzip it in a
directory. For example: unzip SimpleOpenNI-0.3.zip 3. Install JDK 1.7 or higher. 4. Set the
environment variable "JAVA_HOME" to the directory of the JDK 5. Set the environment
variable "LD_LIBRARY_PATH" to point to the directory where the OpenNI and NITE libraries
are located 6. Run "java -version" to ensure that the JDK is installed correctly. The next step is to
compile SimpleOpenNI. 1. From the directory where SimpleOpenNI is downloaded, go to the
directory where you unzipped the SimpleOpenNI. 2. From the directory where you unzipped
SimpleOpenNI, run "ant" to build the project. 3. Compile and run SimpleOpenNI. 4. To build
Simple
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SimpleOpenNI allows you to access OpenNI/NITE features through a simple easy to use API and
provides the same level of functionality as a full fledged, commercially available SDK like
Devialet. For more information on the SDK, please visit The code was adapted from VexFinger.
Note that I had some problems using SimpleOpenNI 1.4.4 with Nexus 7 (2) Finally I had to get
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the last version of SimpleOpenNI and I get now a perfect finger tracking. You can also try the
OpenNI sample, which is a Pong game based on OpenNI 11/22/2014 The default SimpleOpenNI
sample code provided by the openni-android-sdk is based on the NITE sample that uses the
original openni-libararies and is no longer able to run on the Nexus 6. This will be addressed in
the next update of the SDK I've created a branch of the openni-android-sdk. I've created some
functions to make it easier to use. So the two new functions are getDevice() that returns the last
available device that is installed on your android device and that has openni-libararies installed.
init() that is automatically called when you run the sample code. This functions should now be
integrated in the official sample code in the next update of the sample code. 11/20/2014 Some
days ago I've noticed that the libaries provided in the openni-android-sdk were no longer
compatible with the API 17. So I've created a branch for the SDK that provide the last version of
the libaries with support for API 17. This version of the SDK will be included in the next update
of the SDK. 11/16/2014 I've recently discovered that the SimpleOpenNI sample was not working
correctly on the Nexus 7 (2). I've now integrated the openni-libararies version 2.1.0. Note that
you should have a previous version of the libararies than 2.0.1 because the functions provided by
SimpleOpenNI has been updated. So if you have a Nexus 7 (2) you should update your openni-
libararies to the last version with the patch release of the sample. 11/08/2014 I've 1d6a3396d6
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This library is a simple wrapper of the OpenNI and NITE-SDK and provides a C-API to access
the functionality of these libraries. You will need to download the OpenNI and NITE-SDK from
the [openni website]( and install it. The OpenNI and NITE-SDK can be installed in this way: git
clone cd OpenNI ./setup.sh cd NITE sudo./setup.sh For other versions, refer to the
[README.md]( **Note:** This project is maintained by the community and I do not officially
work for Microsoft, so not all functions are guaranteed to be supported and even if they are, I can
not guarantee that I will fix bugs. Please report them via GitHub Issues or contact me at
@MBatKolowicz on Twitter. ## Features - **Basic:** - Image transformation - Image sequence -
Image registration - Catching IR events - NITE-API: - Configuring the settings - Reading sensor
data - Setting descriptor transformation parameters - Creating descriptors - Getting descriptors -
Transforming descriptors - OpenNI-API: - Opening the OpenNI Server - Listening for a specific
device - Getting a handle to the device - Setting up an event callback - Listening for IR events -
Handling IR events - Signaling the server connection - Listening for all devices - Configuring the
depth buffer - Creating depth buffers - Creating a rendering context - Getting a handle to the
rendering context - Rendering - Getting a handle to the render context - Resizing the render
context - Catching an external camera event -

What's New In SimpleOpenNI?

SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all
functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality
of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing.
Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access
to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper
designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to
deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and
NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's
meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a
simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of
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OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this
library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing.
Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access
to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper
designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to
deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and
NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's
meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a
simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of
OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this
library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing.
Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access
to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper
designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to
deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and
NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's
meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI is a
simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of
OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this
library. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing.
Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it
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System Requirements For SimpleOpenNI:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64 bit) Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD equivalent Memory: 2 GB
RAM (4 GB for 64 bit Windows) Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT or AMD equivalent
DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX-compatible Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
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